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Objective- Objective is to minimize the unnecessary use of paper and polybags so as to make 
our surrounding clean, perfect and full of greenery and not polymers. The main focus is on 
accelerating the use of modern technologies in all positive way we can and let the coming 
generation too have an experience of scribbling on the smooth paper sheet. And also reduce 
voluminous utilization of polybags in order to prevent the rendering of cleaning jobs to coming 
generation.   
 
 
Need of the project- The problem that I have taken up here ,deals with the unnecessary wastage  
of paper in schools ,offices and other institutions. Another thing deals with the ‘overflowing 
river’ of polybags and other plastic materials. I tried to observe this problem closely and found 
that it was really contagious! Actually, the micro level consumers are the ones encouraging this 
act. Schools, colleges, offices etc. are continuosly using paper to notify pupils ,in spite of the 
knowning the extent of e-mails and text messages .Also, the polybag drama is gaining 
momentum each day at every alternate shop. So, to bring forth this issue to limelight , I took this 
action plan . 
 
 
How you will achieve it- 

1) Pursue the head of institution for problem to present the live examples and realization 
factors. 

2) Bring forth an awareness drive at inter school level and would request the DPS society 
for cooperation. 

3) Checking out for a change and recapitulating the factors if any and encourage the 
students to reduce unnecessary expenditure on canteen food and be concerned of what the 
head announces. 

4) Present a layout of improvement and would try to instill responsibility factor by 
organizing an award function for best result producing class and student. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


